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This was a year of transition and preparation for Teachers 
Warehouse. As the COVID-19 pandemic wore on, we 
continued to attend to the health and safety of our 
customers and volunteers, while also being aware of 
rising supply costs and the ongoing threat of supply 
shortages. This was also a year spent preparing for new 
initiatives. We committed a significant investment of 
funds and volunteer time to a new digital inventory 
system and prepared for the addition of Metropolitan 
School District of Martinsville teachers to our pool 
of eligible shoppers. While change inevitably brings 
challenges, these transitions will result in a stronger, 
more efficient organization.

Mission Statement:
Teachers Warehouse serves the educational and creative 
needs of children by providing a unique means to 
transfer donated surplus merchandise from businesses 
and individuals for use in classrooms and schools in 
Brown, Greene, Lawrence, Monroe, and Owen counties.

2021/2022
“Your gift of binders to my classroom is invaluable 
- my students often have experienced family and 
financial instability, and TW has leveled the playing 
field.” 
          -- a grateful teacher

“Because of supporters like you, Teachers 
Warehouse provided needed classroom supplies 
and specialty equipment to help students like me 
make the most of my school year. Your gift helps 
students here at White River Valley High School and 
many other local public schools.”
          -- a grateful student

“It is my first year in the schools after years 
in academic and the expense of setting up a 
classroom has been overwhelming. I appreciate all 
the materials that I was able to find at TW.”
          -- a grateful teacher



The 2021/22 school year saw a 14% increase in the number of teachers 
served and a 13% increase in the number of shopping visits made. 
Our efforts to serve a higher percentage of teachers succeeded in some 
counties, while that same number actually dropped slightly in others. 
With increased number of visits, the value of supplies distributed 
increased slightly as well, with 14% growth. However, none of these 
totals approached our pre-pandemic (2018-2019) numbers, indicating 
that full recovery may take more time.

Goal #1 Increase use of Teachers Warehouse by eligible teachers by 10%, 
with special attention to middle school and high school teachers.
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The number of new teachers served during this year followed 
a similar pattern, increasing over last year but not quite back 
to pre-pandemic levels.  

We continued to serve primarily elementary school classrooms, seeing an 
increase to 60% of shoppers rather than the desired increase in the number of 
older students served. This trend only accentuates the need for Teachers Warehouse to understand the needs of, and 
actively pursue materials for, middle and high school classes.  

Goal #1 continued...
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Despite the challenges facing the entire community, Teachers Warehouse saw an increase of 12% in financial donations 
from local sources, primarily in giving from individuals. We also established new partnerships with long-term financial 
and awareness-building benefits. 

The Bloomington Watercolor Society held an exhibit, “We Paint…Van Gogh’s World!”, February 4-March 28, 2022 at 
The Vault at Gallery Mortgage. Sales benefited the artists and Teachers Warehouse. In total, $1,035 was raised and the 
event provided us with an opportunity to reach a new audience.

Teachers Warehouse found a new friend in Indiana Members 
Credit Union, who donated backpacks stuffed full of supplies 
prior to the school year and began to plan a benefit golf outing 
for the following year.  

We continued to be challenged by a decrease in donated 
supplies received from the community. Our annual supply 
drive, held at stores across Monroe County in the fall, was 
limited in its reach. Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, 
we were not able to send volunteers to stores to hand out 
wishlists and talk about the impact of Teachers Warehouse. 

Goal #2 Increase donations from the community. 
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Goal #2 continued...

Our grant applications focused on funding for important new initiatives. A $500 grant from Psi Iota Xi purchased 
a computer needed for our planned digital inventory system. A $3,500 grant from SCI REMC purchased our most-
requested supplies in anticipation of increased demand when the Metropolitan School District of Martinsville 
teachers become shoppers in the following year. Payments toward grants awarded in the previous year brought our 
grant income total to $6,500, up from $4,200 the previous year.

Despite a decrease in donated supplies, support from all corners of the community allowed Teachers Warehouse 
to be well-stocked for our shoppers throughout the year. The popular items chosen by shoppers this school year 
included:
• books, fiction & non-fiction
• file folders
• dry erase markers
• crayons
• two-pocket folders
• glue sticks

• math manipulatives
• composition books
• erasers
• safety scissors
• markers
• rulers



Goal #4 Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of TW operations.

Goal #3 Communicate the needs and impact of Teachers Warehouse to 
donors and the general public.

Teachers Warehouse was honored to receive the most votes in the Education category of the IU Credit Union’s 65th 
Anniversary Community Giveaway competition, resulting in a $1,300 donation. A promotional video emphasizing 
Teachers Warehouse’s STEAM initiatives, made possible by a grant from Sunrise Rotary and Rotary District 6580, 
launched this year. As a completely volunteer-run organization, we continue to value the Bloomington Volunteer 
Network as a platform to promote our volunteer opportunities and donation needs.

In this year of transition and preparation, much of our energy focused on our intent to implement a digital inventory 
system in 2022-2023. Lots of research, including a field trip to Teachers’ Treasures in Indianapolis, helped us to connect 
with a software vendor, Hixon Digital, and more than $10,000 was invested in technology and software. The goals of the 
new system include speeding the checkout process for the benefit of shoppers and volunteers, providing a more accurate 
count of items received and distributed by category, eliminating a significant amount of time on manual data entry, and 
speeding the intake of donated items. Countless volunteer hours went into research, coordination, and developing the 
necessary procedures and infrastructure to implement this system at the end of the year.     



Thank You, Sponsors!

Bloomington Rotary
Bloomington North Rotary
Bloomington Sunrise Rotary



IU CREDIT UNION ENDOWMENT* DONATED SUPPLIES

Rotary Clubs $4,495.00
Teacher Organizations $1,100.00
Individual Donors $54,186.63

Corporate Donors $9,300.00
Other Public Support $500 00
Grants $6,500.00
Scrap Recycling $348.27
Interest/Earnings $204.22 $10,447.87
Endowment Contribution $4,872.50
Value of Donated Supplies $207,055.72
TOTAL INCOME $76,634.12 $15,320.37 $207,055.72

* Managed by Foundation of Monroe County Community Schools, which updates endowment totals once a year in October.   
 

Financial Report Income



Financial Report Expenses

IU CREDIT UNION ENDOWMENT DONATED SUPPLIES
Rent $5,000.04
Phone $414.74
PO Box $284.00
Insurance-Liability, D&O $1,676.71
Domains $19.17
Endowment Contribution $4,872.50
Promotion $4,529.70
Supplies-School $42,805.11
Supplies-Office $237.72
Supplies-Program $1,426.42
Supplies-Other $218.33
Facilities & Equipment $11,272.88
PayPal Fees $166.35
Postage & Mailing $1,696.04
Other Fundraising $1,130.00
Value of Distributed Supplies $194,027.39
TOTAL EXPENSE $75,749.71 $0.00 $194,027.39



    

IU CREDIT UNION ENDOWMENT DONATED SUPPLIES TOTAL

Balance as of 7/1/2021 $77,091.79 $45,907.42 $568,266.49 $ 691,265.70
Total Income 2021/2022 $76,634.12 $15,320.37 $207,055.72 $299,010.21 
Total Expense 2021/2022 $75,749.71 $0.00 $194,027.39 $269,777.10 
Inventory Purged ($93,907.84) ($93,907.84)
Balance as of 6/30/2022 $77,976.20 $61,227.79 $487,386.98 $626,590.97

2021/2022 Profit/Loss $884.41 $15,320.37 ($80,879.51) ($64,674.73) 

Financial Report Summary



Teachers Warehouse
524 N Fairview Street
Bloomington, Indiana 47404
 
PO Box 7168
Bloomington, Indiana 47407 

812.929.7522 
contact@teacherswarehouse.org 
teacherswarehouse.org

Board of Directors:
Ron Barnes, president

Marcus Debro, president-elect
Carolyn Livingston, treasurer

Beverly Teach, corresponding secretary
Sara Laughlin, recording secretary

Gabe Colman, past president

Ex Officio:
    Barb Marks, operations manager
    Sue Cull, volunteer coordinator
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Greg Lobdell

Jeff Sparks
Rebecca Stanze

Courtney Vencel
Cindy Vlasman
Marilyn Wood


